
KRUUSE Fun-Flex                                   
Put some fun in your clinic with these two new patterns from KRUUSE 
cohesive bandage range

KRUUSE Fun-Flex Summer 
See the joy in your clients faces, when you bandage their pet with these 
happy patterns. We have mixed Summer icons with our well-known
high quality KRUUSE Vet-Flex for this unique bandage. 2 of each pattern.

164008 KRUUSE Fun-Flex Summer 5 cm x 4,5 m, Assorted, 10/pk
164009 KRUUSE Fun-Flex Summer 7,5 cm x 4,5 m, Assorted, 10/pk
164011 KRUUSE Fun-Flex Summer 10 cm x 4,5 m, Assorted, 10/pk

KRUUSE Fun-Flex Christmas 
What do you wish for at Christmas time…? 
Christmas is the time of year, where caring and giving are the key words. 
You now have popular patterns also on this limited edition of bandages.
2 of each traditional Christmas pattern.

164012 KRUUSE Fun-Flex Christmas 5 cm x 4,5 m, Assorted, 10/pk
164013 KRUUSE Fun-Flex Christmas 7,5 cm x 4,5 m, Assorted, 10/pk
164014 KRUUSE Fun-Flex Christmas 10 cm x 4,5 m, Assorted, 10/pk

www.kruuse.com
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Water melon

Christmas gift

Sun

Santa’s hat

Ball

Snow man

Palm

Christmas tree

Ice cone

Christmas sock

SPECIAL EDITION



KRUUSE Fun-Flex
Superior quality of flexible cohesive bandage for fixation of dressings and controlled support of sprains and distorsions.
Strong, comfortable and user-friendly. Easy to tear.

Recommended use for KRUUSE Fun-Flex
n  Controlled support and compression of joints, sprains, distortions
n  Fixating dressings

Instructions for use
Application
Fixate the end of the bandage and apply evenly over a larger area of the injured body part stretching the bandage according to the level of 
compression needed. When application is done, do a straight tear of the bandage…. Do not twist; it will make the tearing more difficult. 
When applied, squeeze gently the layers together to enhance the cohesiveness. Use KRUUSE Fun-Flex as secondary/tertiary bandage on top 
of primary/secondary dressing.

Removal
Unroll bandage or cut gently with a bandage scissor, be careful not to cut into the skin.

Do not use
If patient or user is allergic to latex. 
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For veterinary use only

Unique features and benefits                              
Reliable and stable fixation
The high weight of the material, 35 g/m2, makes the bandage
strong and firm, yet comfortable.
Gives good compression.

Easy to tear
No usage of scissor, as it is possible to tear in a straight line.

Skin friendly
KRUUSE Fun-Flex is coated with latex, which makes the 
cohesiveness stick to it-self, but not to other surfaces 
like skin or hair. The bandage is also porous for transition of air.

Very flexible 
The KRUUSE Fun-Flex can be stretched to almost double the 
unrolled length; therefore it is possible to bandage all kind of 
injuries of the animal body and control the compression.

Very good elasticity
The bandage has spandex threads, which gives a suitable 
shrinkage, that is necessary to give a firm compression and 
fixation. Will not constrict unless wrongly applied.

Easy to remove
The features of the KRUUSE Fun-Flex cohesive bandage make 
the bandage very easy to remove even without a scissor.

Hygienic
Water resistant, excellent to keep bandage dry from the outside.
Each roll is wrapped individually in an easy to tear pouch. 

Good compliance from the patient
The bandage is very light, does not constrict and is not sticky 
to touch.

Easy to tear Latex threads Spandex threads


